CURIOUS NURSE
[##] = Video Segment Scenes in minutes elapsed
THIS IS A TRUE STORY – not fabricated just to make a video! During a recent business trip,
PLAY DOCTOR was contacted by 24 year-old Marsha Elkins, about her interest in being a nurse
in upcoming PLAY DOCTOR videos. Not wanting to pass up the “opportunity”, he invited her
over to the hotel where he was staying. Until she arrived, he had time to think about her inquiry
and whether maybe – in and of itself – there was material for another PLAY DOCTOR VIDEO.
Viola! Getting things ready in preparation for her arrival turned into a good idea, as the resulting
video is 2:30 minutes long!
[00] Marsha arrived at 3:30 coming straight from school --- she is studying to be a Medical
Assistant and she was dressed in her blue scrubs carrying textbook and loose-leaf binder. PLAY
DOCTOR had transformed his room into a very nice exam room in the hopes of convincing
Marsha to “try it out”. After a few minutes of discussion, he has her stripping out of her scrubs –
revealing very nice plain white bra and plain white panties with white socks – and into the
nurse’s uniform. Tightening it up around the waist, the size 8 uniform actually fits her size four
frame very nicely. Of course, the uniform has been altered and it’s just long enough to cover her
buttocks – but when she bends over (or PLAY DOCTOR raises the hem) you get a nice view of
her panties! Stepping on the scale, she weighs in at 110 pounds; she reports that she is 5’4” tall
and has 34-C breasts (very real, very nice – to later be revealed).CN12
[11] Time for the exam to begin --- up on the table to start with an oral temperature. She looks
so good sitting there with the thermometer in her mouth, her thighs exposed and just a glimpse of
white panties under the nurse’s uniform --- especially knowing that her temperature will also be
taken rectally! After four minutes, her oral temperature is noted to be 99.3F – slightly elevated.
PLAY DOCTOR continues the examination by using the tongue depressor to look into her
mouth, the ophthalmoscope to look into her eyes, and the penlight for her ears. Catching her by
surprise, he puts on exam gloves to examine the inside of her mouth, using one finger to exert
pressure upon her tongue and then two fingers deep into her mouth to test her gag reflex --- she
did very well!
[24] Out comes the sphygmomanometer (blood pressure cuff) and Play Doctor wraps it around
Marsha’s left arm to take the reading (she’s still looking good in the nurse’s uniform – sitting on
the exam table with her thighs exposed). A small girl, her blood pressure is relatively low at
110/60. Likewise, her pulse registers at 70 and PLAY DOCTOR makes sure he gets a good
reading by checking it in four locations: the radial pulse (wrist), the carotid pulse (neck), the
pedal pulse (ankle) --- and then, he has to reach up under the uniform – between her legs – to
check the femoral pulse. It was pretty warm up there, too! Marsha was curious to feel her
femoral pulse, so she spread her legs more and put her hand on her thigh --- feeling the pulse and
revealing her panties, too!
[30] Time for the exam to continue, and for the uniform to come off, leaving Marsha in just her
plain white bra and plain white panties. While she’s sitting back on the exam table, PLAY

DOCTOR uses the stethoscope to listen to her heart --- from the posterior and from the anterior.
She has a good strong heartbeat.
[32] The bra comes off for the breast exam as PLAY DOCTOR palpates her breasts with her
arms at her sides and then over her head. She has nice firm breasts and very definite nipples that
appeared to be quite sensitive when PLAY DOCTOR tested them for responsiveness. PLAY
DOCTOR has her recline to a supine position to continue the breast exam and then he moves
lower to palpate her abdomen, sliding fingers inside the panties (an indication of things to come).
CN16
[38] PLAY DOCTOR now has Marsha turn over on her stomach in the prone position so that he
can continue to use the stethoscope and palpate her organs. He also does a range of movement
assessment by spreading and raising her legs and rotating them at the joints. Also, the
Wartenburg Wheel (“neurological pinwheel”) is used as he runs it up her thighs and across her
back, as well as her feet and in between her thighs. Then, it’s time for her to sit up so that her
reflexes may be checked at the knees with the reflex hammer --- and, now, again supine - lying
on her back, another range of motion assessment and sensitivity test with the Wartenburg Wheel.
CN44
[44] Time for PLAY DOCTOR’S favorite part of the exam: rectal temperature taking. Turn
over, Marsha, so your plain white bikini panties can be lowered to just below your knees – and
spread your legs! PLAY DOCTOR puts on exam gloves and gets some KY jelly to begin --- he
always starts with a light anal massage and then a slow and gentle introduction of his finger past
the sphincter and into the patient’s rectum. Next, a little K-Y on the tip of the thermometer, and
he slides it right in! Again, waiting the 4 minutes for the thermometer to register, he stands back
to look at his cute patient (with an absolutely great butt), Marsha, lying on the exam table – her
panties lowered below her knees – and a thermometer protruding from between her buttocks.
After the time is up, he removes the thermometer and takes the reading: 99.1F – <this is
especially interesting because rectal temperature is typically 1F higher than oral
temperature.>CNRTAD
[56] The pelvic exam is next and PLAY DOCTOR has Marsha roll over on her back, slip her
panties down her legs, and slide down to the end of the exam table to assume the lithotomy “in
the stirrups” position. First, a general look at her genitalia – looks good, well-defined labia
majora surrounded by a shaved pubis/vulva, and with a little spread, noting an equally welldefined labia minora. Then, it’s time to use the speculum. Before beginning the exam, PLAY
DOCTOR makes sure to explain to the potential-nurse-to-be how to properly insert the speculum
(no…unlike seen in so many poor med-fet productions, the handle does not go “up”). With that
completed, he inserts the speculum and opens it, locating the cervix, and noting the premenstrual mucous coming from the external Os (sorry – this is such a classic shot that you’ll
have to buy the video to see it . . . no freebie pictures). Shining his light inside the speculum, you
are provided with an excellent view of this! Once the exam by speculum is complete, PLAY
DOCTOR does a digital vaginal exam by inserting a single finger, then, two fingers for the bmanual exam (for identification & palpation of the fallopian tubes and ovaries). Finally, after
changing gloves, he lubricates his middle finger and inserts it into Marsha’s rectum while

inserting his index finger into her vagina for the recto-vaginal exam. No problems, although he
does feel some loose feces in her rectum; that will be taken care of very shortly! Marsha
responds well to these intrusions and PLAY DOCTOR is satisfied with what he is feeling.
CN55
[1:10] OK – on her knees, buttocks raised and shoulders down (the knee-chest position) – it’s
time for the digital rectal examination (DRE). Another change of exam gloves and some more
K-Y jelly, and PLAY DOCTOR’S index finger easily slides into Marsha’s rectum. No
discomfort, no obtrusions and just a little bit of fecal matter; PLAY DOCTOR also notes how he
can delineate and feel well into Marsha’s colon. She is generally clean inside, but why not give
her an enema just to make sure?
[1:12] While in this position, however, PLAY DOCTOR decides to take her vaginal temperature
and another rectal temperature. A little K-Y on the rectal thermometer and it slides nicely into
place, followed by a little lube on another rectal thermometer that will be used for her vaginal
temperature. Now – to wait the 4 minutes while both thermometers register. Marsh is such a
good patient as she stays on the exam table with her butt in the air while the thermometers are
stuck in her! When the time is up, PLAY DOCTOR checks the temperatures: Vaginal is 98.7F
and rectal[2] is 98.9F. <This is even more interesting, as vaginal temperature is usually higher
than oral temperature. Further, rectal temperature is now lower than when it was first taken. The
only common measurement is that rectal temperature is higher than vaginal temperature. All
temperatures are relatively close together, and this would be more common in a female who had
just completed her menstrual cycle, not one who was about to commence her cycle, as was
Marsha.>
[1:20] While the thermometers were registering, PLAY DOCTOR was preparing a nice warmwater enema for Marsha. This is the first enema that she has ever had, so he wanted to give her a
“gentle introduction”. He lubes up the standard enema nozzle and inserts it into her rectum. The
water flows in more slowly than he would have liked because the exam table is a bit higher, so
the bag can not be raised to a standard 2’-3’ above the patient’s hips. Nonetheless, Marsha does
well and accommodates at least ½ of the 2-quart bag. In fact, even after she tells PLAY
DOCTOR that she is full, he is able to get just a little bit more into her before closing the clamp.
Removing the nozzle, he suggested that she remain in position to allow the enema some time to
do its work…and, to help her, he lubricated an anal retention device (a “butt plug”) and slid it
into her rectum! Marsha did not object and, in fact, PLAY DOCTOR thought that she might
have even liked it --- either because it gave her the feeling of being “plugged” so she wouldn’t
have an accident and/or because she may have been discovering that she was anal erotic. CN72
[1:26] A few minutes later and Marsha is headed off to the bathroom. She squats over the toilet
to remove the butt plug and then lowers herself on to the seat. She is so embarrassed as the
camera is running while she expels, but she continues. When the first expulsion is completed,
she also has to urinate, so there is the sound of the strong flow going into the toilet. Let’s leave
her alone for awhile so she can have a complete expulsion --- we don’t want any “accidents”
later! [20 minutes elapse] CN77

[1:29] When Marsha is finished in the bathroom and returns for the continuation of her
examination, PLAY DOCTOR has her get into the same position – buttocks raised and shoulders
lowered for a post-enema digital rectal examination. After putting on exam gloves and
lubricating his index finger, PLAY DOCTOR inserts it into her rectum. Finding that she is
totally cleaned out, he lubricates two fingers and they are easily accommodated in her rectum.
He does a thorough examination, probing deeply and moving his fingers in and out of her rectum.
That Marsha doesn’t object is an indication that she may be enjoying her exam? Now that she is
well lubricated and her anus is relaxed, PLAY DOCTOR lubricates the anoscope and slides it
into her rectum without any resistance. Marsha has learned the skill of exhaling through her
mouth and bearing down to relax the anal sphincter prior to insertion(s). Taking the light, PLAY
DOCTOR gets a good look inside (and so does the camera – so, you do, too!). As he removes
the anoscope, PLAY DOCTOR makes note of how well Marsha’s anal sphincter closes but is
able to accommodate insertions. [PLAY DOCTOR is an “ass man” and Marsha has a great ass!]
CN90CV
[1:37] As a measure of the effectiveness of the enema, it’s now time for the post-enema rectal
temperature check. Given the two-finger DRE and the anoscope exam, the lubricated rectal
thermometer slides right in! Now, “butt-up”, Marsha remains in position like this for 4 minutes
while the thermometer registers. PLAY DOCTOR steps back to look and enjoy the view before
coming to Marsha’s side and “adjusting” the thermometer for the time remaining. Once enough
time has passed, PLAY DOCTOR removes the thermometer and notes the post-enema rectal
temperature of 98.6F <Although a low temperature for a rectal temperature, the patient did
respond positively to the enema and displays a lowered post-enema rectal temperature.>
[1:42] Just to make sure that Marsha is “doing things right” with respect to her feminine
hygiene, PLAY DOCTOR has her demonstrate how to insert and remove a tampon. She turns
over, so she is lying on her back on the exam table, spreads her legs, then she opens a tampon.
She explains and demonstrates how to insert it – and then how to remove it. It slid in easily and,
just a bit early, was not stained when she removed it (but it won’t be long based upon PLAY
DOCTOR’S examination findings). CN104
[1:46] The basic examination is now complete. PLAY DOCTOR suggests to Marsha that she
should also probably experience some of the “therapies” that are frequently requested by his
patients. She doesn’t object, in fact, she even seems a bit curious, perhaps a bit naive. The next
thing she knows, PLAY DOCTOR has her lying on the table on her back, holding her legs at the
knees so they are upraised – exposing her buttocks and her genitals (vagina & anus) – to some,
known as the “diaper changing position”! He spanks her with his bare hand until her buttocks
redden; then, to further get her attention, he uses a wooden paddle until she has made it clear that
she understands this type of spanking therapy.
[1:49] While she’s in this position, PLAY DOCTOR decides to check her rectal temperature
using a different thermometer and an alternative lubrication. He opens the jar, dips in his finger,
and gets some “lubricant” – then spreads it across her anus and inserts his finger to about the first
knuckle. Marsha knows that something is different, but she’s not quite sure until PLAY
DOCTOR puts the jar under her nose. Now she identifies the lubricant as VICKS! She becomes

a bit apprehensive as it “heats up” and PLAY DOCTOR uses it to lubricate and insert the much
larger candy thermometer. Her anal sphincter is so tight that he has to hold it in or else it will
pop right out! While the thermometer is registering, PLAY DOCTOR is jesting with her that he
is “checking the temperature of the candy” --- as he runs his finger along her clitoris and vaginal
lips and moves the thermometer in and out of her anus/rectum. Once enough time has elapsed
for this assessment to be effective, he removes the thermometer (no sense taking a reading --- the
range on a candy thermometer begins at 100.0F). More mind over matter, Marsha begs PLAY
DOCTOR to wipe the mentholatum (more commonly known as Vicks Vap-O-Rub) from her
anus. Since this is her first experience, he decides to accommodate her request. But – still
keeping her in position, he now uses the K-Y to lubricate hear anus for temperature taking using
the meat thermometer. While the slightly smaller probe registers, PLAY DOCTOR again jests
with her about making sure that the “meat” is the right temperature as he again provides
stimulation to “distract her”. The thermometer is removed after several minutes (and, again,
there’s no sense taking a reading --- the range on a meat thermometer begins at 140.0F). Well,
there is no doubt that she’s “hot candy” and “beef rare”, so it’s time to move on to other
therapies! CN113
[1:58] Having Marsha sit back up on the table, PLAY DOCTOR takes note of how nice her
breasts look and how her nipples protrude so round and firm. He explains to her how some
patients need a little extra stimulation of their nipples, as he attaches nipple clamps to each nipple
and then jiggles the connecting chain. Oh yeah! That got her attention, but she is doing well so
it’s time to advance her therapy.
[2:00] Throughout the exam, Marsha has taken comfort in the fact that the exam gown was – at
least – available to her even if she was completely exposed; it was either pulled up to her
shoulders, bunched around her waist, or draped across her hips. It was kind of like a security
blanket and PLAY DOCTOR sensed that. He removes the gown altogether and secures
Marsha’s hands behind her with wrist cuffs. To further remove any sensory input, he places a
blindfold on her and then has her lie back on the table. Reminding her of the proper position for
gynecological examinations, he pulls her down toward the foot of the table and has her raise her
knees and spread her legs. Exploring a “different approach”, he puts tight black latex crotchless
panties on her to accentuate her openings. CN132
[2:06] Deprived of her visual senses, restrained, and spread wide, Marsha is now again subjected
to the touch of PLAY DOCTOR’S finger as it traces its way between her vaginal lips and
between her buttocks. Next comes another run across her body with the Wartenburg Wheel, and
yes, she is particularly sensitive as it is applied to her clitoris and to her nipples. He surprises her
when he takes an ice cube in his hand and runs it down her back, and then places it directly on
each nipple. Following the “ice therapy”, he goes to an alternate extreme --- lighting a candle
and dropping hot wax on her body --- working upwards from her legs, across her stomach, to her
nipples. She appears to be receptive to this approach. What does PLAY DOCTOR really have
spread before him? He’s not exactly sure, but he likes it!
[2:15] Rolling her over on her stomach, the crotchless panties really focus PLAY DOCTOR’S
attention on Marsha’s buttocks and anus. He uses the ice cube on her anus then swats her just

enough to maintain her attention with the paddle. Having just used the lit candle, he is reminded
of a dear patient named Rachel who responded very well to hot wax therapy and to what he
decided to do next. He puts K-Y on his finger and lubricates her anus, then slides his finger into
her rectum. Now that she’s lubricated, he lubricates the candle and inserts it as far as it will go
into her rectum. He lights the candle and tells her that she must lie very still; otherwise, hot wax
will drip on her anus. It is very interesting to see how very still a person can lie – and how you
can get their attention – when a lit candle is in their ass! PLAY DOCTOR lingers a moment in
thought about the sessions he had with Rachel, fondly reminiscing their time together, before he
blows out the candle in Marsha’s rectum and removes it. HAPPY BIRTHDAY to Marsha!
CN146
[2:22] Marsha seems to be very receptive to anal stimulation and penetration, so PLAY
DOCTOR introduces the DOC JOHNSON “Anal Intruder” into her rectum. Moving it in and
out, he notices that she responds very nicely. The crotchless panties make it very obvious,
though, that there is still an area in need of a “therapeutic device”. PLAY DOCTOR uses a slim
flanged vibrator and inserts it into her vagina . . . simultaneously moving it in and out of her
vagina while doing the same with the anal probe. That therapy, too, is very satisfying to her.
The purpose of these therapies is to reward Marsha for her participation and cooperation, but did
she have something else in mind as a reward when she made mention of a “lollipop” --something she described as “something you put in your mouth that’s candy on a stick”. PLAY
DOCTOR was very curious about exploring the possibilities --- but he decided to resist the
obvious temptation! CN151
[2:28] Marsha has done very well enduring these various “therapies” and PLAY DOCTOR tests
her final act of submission by sitting her up on the table and gagging her with a ball gag. She
continues to be very receptive and she looks good – restrained, blindfolded, in the black latex
crotchless panties, and now gagged with the ball gag. He tells her that she has done very well.
It’s getting late – PLAY DOCTOR is tiring, Marsha is tiring. Let’s call it quits for a while.
<Off camera, Marsha had told PLAY DOCTOR about a long drive home, so it was decided she would stay
the night>

[2:30] PLAY DOCTOR removes her restraints and covers her with the exam gown. He leads
her over to the bed and removes the black latex crotchless panties. One final “procedure” – he’s
going to give her a sedative suppository to help her sleep after a long day and better than 2 hours
of “playing doctor”. He has her get in the “butt up” position one final time as he unwraps the
suppository, carefully places it against her anus (she’s never had a suppository either), and then
inserts it deep into her rectum --- enjoying one last feel inside and taking one final look! When
he has removed his finger from her rectum, she rolls over on to her back and PLAY DOCTOR
gives her the plain white panties that were removed earlier in the day. She puts them on and then
gets under the covers for an evening’s rest . . . [2:34 – End of Video] CN162
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TECHNICAL NOTES:
1) The video was shot using an industrial/professional-grade digital camcorder – the Panasonic
AG-195. Video quality is excellent, lighting is good, and sound is good.
2) The scenario is very realistic with the “breakfast bar” being converted into the exam table and
the kitchen counters being used for the exam equipment.
3) Although there was not a separate cameraman, the video camera was placed on a tripod and
zoom shots were taken, where appropriate (e.g., of thermometer inserted, speculum inserted,
anoscope inserted, etc.). You won’t be disappointed and if you have any specific concern,
just contact PLAY DOCTOR (playdoc@yahoo.com) and ask.
4) When purple exam gloves were used, they are of a material for patients with latex allergies;
thanks to Leslie for providing them.

